Circulars/ TOP PRIORITY

Office of the Chief Commissioner of Land Administration, Telangana, Hyderabad

Circular No. 4

Ref:- CCLA circular No. CMRO/393/2015, dated: 27-02-2016

*****

Attention is invited to the subject and references cited and it is to inform that vide reference cited, a circular has been issued to all the District Collectors to complete the Sethwar data entry in Webland by scrupulously following the guidelines issued.

In continuation to the earlier Sethwar circular issued, it is further instructed to compare the extents in present Pahani to that of extents in Sethwar records as all districts had already completed maximum Sethwar data entry in Webland. The excess / deficit extents shall be reconciled.

Therefore, all the District Collectors and Joint Collectors are requested to monitor the progress of work and instruct the concern to take up the work on priority.

Please treat this as “UTMOST IMPORTANT and TOP PRIORITY”.

Sd/-J. Raymond Peter,
Chief Commissioner and
Land Administration

To
All the District Collectors & Joint Collectors in the State

Copy to
The SIO, NIC for information and necessary action
The JD, S&LRs Department for information and necessary action
The CCLA Peshi
The File

//Attested//

Assistant Secretary(CMRO)